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This projdct is'Aeoninuation of the Work.reported in The Inform-
ation Needs, Usage and Attitudes ot Medical Researchers in Australia: A
preliminarylinvestigation, whichtwas the investigators' first 'report to
the NatiOnal Library of.AUstialia under.a research granOield froM March
to September 1974.. The National Library supported ,the igork reported in
this study with a further grant:of $4,015 which allowed7Eugenia Lovelace
to be employed as a research assistant in the School of Librarianship of
he'llniversitY of New:South Wales for the period October 1974 to February..
1975.\

The investigatois have in this, 4s in their earlier study, been
assisted generously bY many peoPle - b' users and suppliers.of medical
information in Australia and abroad, btj their colleagues in,die-S6hbol
and by no,means least, by the staff o the National:Library of Australia.

,

The writers' 1ope is that the s ggestions embodied in this report
will contribute qui kly to discussio4 and experiment in the, provision of
more effective infbrnation services or Australia's, health sciences com-
munity.

6 '
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Carmel Maguire

Eugenia Lovelace
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,INTIMUCTION

The brief'for this.study'was as'follow :

' .

.(i) Complete study of all the MEDLARS userS in New South Wales,who
_had.agreed to co7operate in the Prelitinary Investigation; add

'these findings tb thatinvestigatio'sdata and relate themto
evidence from other coUntries;

(ii) Prep re detaiiedproposals for strategies by which present
MEOLS users may make more effectiVe uSe.of the Biomedical /n-

ot
forma ion Service evolving,at the National Library of Apstralia

and .which awareness.of available'infoimatio services,may be
generally;

1

increased in.tpe Australian medical communit

(iii) -Prepare a submission regarding a study c),/hospital libraries in
Australia and of the larger medicail. aries which bight act as
regional resource libraries for them.

In carrying out.the Study, it Was fortunately not feasible to

complete the.first section of the brie . Serious interruptions have

I occurred in the output of both SDI -,d retrospective searCh.data from,
the Australian,..MEDLARS:data base b ause of software problems encounter
in the.changeovér of,the files to IDLARS II fortat. ; The investigator

judged that in this periOd'the-r actions of MEDLARS users to the servic0
could onlY be Prejudiced by the interruptions and delays in receipt of

oUtput, that data collected w ld be of-doubtful validity and that it I

would be better to save up. fvr later, as it were, these potentially co-'
. .

operative users.,

In pursuing items i)'and (iii) in the brief, the investigators

have derived-much help' om the eXperience,ofthe Regional Medical Lib-

rary.Programs in the U ited States'a6 reported in their publications-

whiCh have been made vailable to us by the Regions and by the National

Library of Mpicine. These.publications,are useful not only for the

information they co tain regarding new services, but also for the inform- ,

-ation, conveYed so etimes obliquely, regarding the problema encountered
in developing med cal library and information services. Helpful and in-

formative cohtac s have also'been made in correspondence and in person.

Thedangers,of ttempting.to apply.overseas models tO 'the Australian

situation with t due regard to local conditions are very real. Yet the

United States xperience in planning and implementing regional medical
infOrmation n tworks' Offers'at least,a point of departure for the strat-
egies propos-. in Section III of this report. The fact that'not nearly

enough is kn4wn About present conditions, attitudes and 1:

atply demonstrated in Section Irof this report.

disturbing act that,ythough embryonic, a gobd deal of largely unco-ordin-

. ated work as been.begUn by a variety of agencies, each attempting to im-

prove thos aspects ofthe,medicaldnforeation.problet which mpst nearly-

impinge o their activ ties.

In bursuing this investigation, discussions have been held with

the Medical Librarians rpup (Victorian.Branch1,and With hosPital libr

ians, university medica librarians, librarians of professional medical,

assOciations and librar ans of health-related government departments in
'New South Wales and Queensland: -Contacts'have-alscODeen tade with other-

providers of rKdical info'ination, for example, with those Operatin hos-

pital-based drug information services.
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.,This model is taken from the Winter 1973 issue of Resources which.is
the newsletter of-the Midwest Regional.Medical ij.brary in the United

States'. .The Midwest Region reported that they had found the model a
uSeful 'framework to assiSt in the methodical analysis and planning of

- regional information.services. It is interesting to notice in the

:Autumn 1973 issdt of Resources the'report that while. the National Lib-
rary of Medicine's Review Committee, after its site evaluation visit-in

duly. 1973,had noted the strength of the Region in terns of personnel

and collection resources, it had also stated that "Development of an

effective regional administrative plan ... was regarded as essential in

order to realise a greater potential of localised strengths". 'The in-

:vestigatort have, also found the model useful and suggest.a guide such
as this could .well be used in Australian planning whether at local,.reg-'

ional or national leVel.

The form of this report is based largely on'the model. AA has

been said, data collected are incomplfte and thus the diScussion is in-

tended as e guide tO the types of data which should be collected,and the
type of questions which should be answered dild considered in national.

studies. Throughout the report tentative plans are presented and these
1

are to be seen as prospectik pilOt projects or-experiments that.might
lpe implemented immediately in order to assess the feasibility of their
lintroduction on a'larger scale.

(



The data collected are incomplete in geographical coverage,.in
depth-of detail and are-not strictly comparable.aMong the various librar-
ies. This is partly due to constraints of-time and resources under'
which the investigators operated and partly due to inadequacies in cur-
rent data=collection policies encountered in various organisations. Tke
analysis of th8 present situation is;thus,'at it were by definition, in-

t .adequate.

The investigators make no claim that the impressions and data col-
,

lected Jn their excursions could bs5; assembled into a Statisticany reli-
able pi ture of*the AustralianNsituation as a Whole. They contend how-

. ever tt frod these data can be'sketched at least the outlines ot the
presen vsituation and that ways of filling in the details and the pgior-
ities for doing so can be suggested.. They also contend that exarience

ft/ elsewhere can be used to point.albeit crudely some.indications df the
likely effectiveness of alternative strategies in relation to the resour-
ces they would conspme.

.

Basic to this
i
tudy is the premise that* medical information serv-

ice should ensure ac eSs to medical inforslation to all'the membersand
students in all the professions which make'up the health,sciences commun-
ity.' To supply the library compAent-of this objective the following
are needed 'in Australia:

'

(i) health'SCMORICe libraries'in local areas to serve the continuing in-
formation heeds of tke local health sciences community;

4 e

(ii) lines of communication and co-operation at a state level.among health
sciences libraries;

(iii) linea.of cormunication and =1-operation at a state level between
health sciences libraries and other-libraries and information services;.

(iv) a communication procen among libraries at a state, level and at a
national level and between libraiies and other providers Of biomed-.
ical information;

(v) a MechanisnLto ensu e awareness among users and potential users of'
their,information needs and of the services available.

In preparir.q this report the investigators have'used the.following
model:

Model for problem-solving and decision making by objectives II
/

t.

Problems
and

catiseFo

Optional
solutions

Contribution'
to objective-4

iesired
objectiveii

Cost

LOW

\\. Review 7 A

and
\control /

7

Feasibilitx
will it mork-,



II\ PRESENT CONDITLINS - PrObleMs and'Cau*ses

(i) Background

. ,

1

As far as the i,nvestigators can ascertain there ha be'ap no gysteM-
atic survey of-Australian hospital libraryiresources. poweVer, dafa.
which haveAD en made available to the investigators frim a recent,surVey-
by the Healt Commission of New Sylith Wales indicatethat outside_pf'the

. Sydney-metrop litan area a hosPi4A. librarY ig the exceptiO iithq Zhfl
, the rule. P ior to disCussing insights gained-from this stirvey.and from
discussions ith librarians in various States,'it might be'halpful-tb

"bring tOmind some of thecurrent thinking on the role ofo th&hospital
library and on appropiiate.standards andobjectiveb.

There are, unfortunately, no Australian standards fOngSPital-
librarles. There'are Australian Special Library Standards (70).but
none specifically designed for4the hospital library'and the tyPe'of
patterns,likely to be present. Some beginnings are being made! sudh,
'at the basis lists pf.books and journals for small hospital liSiaries

. ,coMpiled by the Medical Librari4ns' Group (iictorian Branch) (45;46).
The investigators feel that a set of realistic, costededetailed stand-.
ardsandobjectives perhaps compiled by or carrying'the.approvalof the

-Medical Librarians' Group would be of great use in persuading hlospital
adminisiratorsand others of the need for adequate hospital libraries.
It has been sSII in verse:

,

1:Since youroverriding purpose ig to-serve your readers' needs,
A set of clear.objectives is a 'method that succeeds.
This sejt of 'clear objectives should precede your operation
And provide a very useful tool'for telf-evaluation."
(Nermls News,.16 December 1974, 13.2) (57)

Due to lack oflocal material the investigators have had'to.look
overseas for standards and objectives against which to, compare Austral-
ian hospital library facilities. That the eIvironment pf the hospital
and of medical practide is broadly similar the United States and in
Australia is fndicated\ in the following qvfot tion from Rees and Berger,
writing of the US scerip:

N
,

"The rapideinstitutionalization of medical practice, the rise of
specialization, the increaging dependence of physicians. on each
other, on allied personnel and on expensive, specialized equip-
ment,have required that the physician -use more extensively the
resources and facilities of the hospital.

, The decline in the.
\

number of general practitioners has fostered a team a9proach to
.

health care which'requires co-ordination of the physician, a
v4riety of specialities.and an ever-increasing nubber .of allied
health personnel .\.. Since nO health Professional ever learns-

//all there is to knoWg continuing education is ... of major-
importance within the hospital setting. The rapi4 growigh of
knowledge and the introduction of new techniques render previous-
ly acquired skills oOt of date long before the career of the
practitioner is compieted. Life-long learning is necessary"
and the hospital is the logical and convenient locale for it ...,

The librarY exists to'provide information in support of the
hospital'sthree major 'functions: .patient care, education and
research." (10:52).

The first: major survey ofprofessional hospital libraries in the
United Stateswas carrie4 put in 1962 by the American Hospital Association
(301. They defined a "professi!onal" library as "a collection of books,

8



journals-,etc-, relating to medicine, health sciences, and hOspital operationp
that could be used by medical and house staff, students end other.hospital '
personnel".(30:55) For the purposes of this report the investigators have
accepted t1 i0 above as 4 workable definition thus excluding libraries for
patients, departmental colleCtions aVailable only to limited personnel and
so ont. from being comprehended in the term "hos ital library1'.

At the time of the survey there were 5,44 n-iederai,.shoft-term
hospitals registered by the American Hospitals A soCiation. Of tese*
a disproportionate random sample* of 724 hospitals w.is surveyed and the
dat,a so'Obtained were then used to estimate the characteristics of the
5, 44 registered hOspitals. Notunsurprisinglx hospital.bed capacity
wa4 the major correlate of library-size: data were also categbrized accord-
incJ to geogralOhic region .but "it was ftound that the greatest differences
were not4egional but"rather among hospitals of the various sizes"430:55)
Table..1 101ow shoWs-the estimated number of hospitals with.and Vithout lib-
raries grOUped-according to hosPital size.(30:56)

TOtAC.
Hos.P!itals

Undef
100 beds

hospitals with
libraries

' hospitals without
libraries

14)0-399 *
beds

.;

3192
(58.6%)

(79

1431-

(41.1%)

1.7

1555

t88.4%)...
9

5,444
hospitals

hospitals

1,759
. hospitals

9

400 beds -266 206.

and over, (100 '0%)
*

.hospitals

TABLE'l Projected numSer of hospitalswith'professional libraries

It was found that the Average hospital library held 561 ooks;

ie, the sample was selected, to,contain *greater proportion of
larger hospitals:

9
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libraries in hospitals with fewer than 100 beds held an average Of 158; lib-i
raries:in hospitaltyith more than A00. beds teld an average of 2,657
books, On an average it wasfound that there.was slightly less than one-
third of a full-time employee;and not quite one, part7time employee-per
hospital library. The ponclusion of the turvey.was "that vast impr9ve-
mentt in holdings, staff.and services must be achreved".(30:57)

The 197f Accreditation Manual of the Joint Commission oh Accredi-
tation of Hospitals requires that "Library sen:rices shall be made available
tothe medical and hospital staff. There shall be books, periodicals
and other materials appropriate to meet their needs".(37:131). The inter-
pretation accompanying this standard lists a minimum of three services that
should beprovided,'Ramtly:

. .

1.

"Reference service. The abil4y to suggest references and
-sources of information,-as well'as the ability to find facts ,
within a reasonable ppriod of time.

Document delivery service. The abilitY.to-respond_to
reasonable request, either to produce published matter ;Ilef

the library's own collection or to acquire it from source
'libraries. Pfoceduees should be developed for lending lib-
rary materials, for accurately controlling loans and for fil-
ling photo-reproduction requests.

Audiovisual service. The ability to provide audiovisual
material and equipment."(37:131)

Standards are not given for collection size, seating spate and so I

on: the emphasis is on service which "should be actiVe, dynamic and cap-1,
able".(37:131)

\

More detailed standards are available from various sources. For,
examPle, The Library Association ttates for.the United Kingdom:that whiltt
thesize of the collection will depend partlY on the size of.thii4oSp1ta1
and the proximity of other medical libraries, yet "Whatever'the ofH
the hospital, certain basic library needs exist".(41:12) .ThessodiatiOn%
recommends that "at least 250 pleriodicalf] shotld be taken in regional*
libraries and 50-100 in district general hospitals".(41:12)

Some'of the Regional Medical Programsin the,U *ted States have .

produced quite detailed standards: for example,the ecommended standardt
set by the Connecticut Regional Medical Program4'1970 are presented in
Table 2 below.(20:21)

Size of hospital
Up to

200 beds
.200-400

beds
400-600
beds \

_Over

600 beds

Book collection '100 300 500 600

. Annual book additions
,

30 50 80 100

.

Current journal
subscriptions

, .

40

.

60. 100 150

Se4ting \en percent of total hospital staff

abrany Staff

., rm .
,

1/2(20 hours
per week)

employee
1

1 411-time
eMployee,
1/2 clerk

.y--

1 prof' 1

'libr'n,
1 clerk

.

2 libr's

1 clerk

._

TABLE .2,ConneCtiqut Pegional Medical Programospital library stans
. .

10
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,

,

There are also Many core lists of monographs and jburnals avail-
, .

able as a guide ioo collectioksile and to.co1lection7buildihg. (See
for eX le, 8',..TZ-i3; 267.-4577167-53; 74), .

The investigator& are not.suggesting that rigid standards should
be.set for the nuMber of'honographs and journalsdoer hospital bed, nor,
that these shOtild be selected-from a given list of.titles. Swinscbw(75)
,has,,svmmarized. excellently the .etangerSTinherent in such,an app2Oach and
emphasizedthe'needtO'ciiate.a collectiOn tailored to the Speoifi
formationneed& of the ralpd.tli theextent Of aVailahility of.material.

'in ea8ily acCesSi0.e lihraries,and tht hoSpital btidget..

This iS not te.say,:howeYer, that"formally enunciated standards
, and objeCtives,have no value as gttidelines against,which.to mdasure the.

adegtiacy :''''or."eXimPle; NV,/ South Wales base
hospital with 216 b'edi.-reportedtd the NeW.BbUth Wales fiealth Commission
Survey that it had a librarif,bf:130 monographs':and.-.6.current journal
titles andit named the BritiSh Medical-journal as its other eourCe' of
medical information. -This hospieal,has obviously not developed its lib,-
kary facilities againSt any realistic perdpective of-the range of Matbrials
and serViCek,aJlibrarY-in.such an environment.could'or shoUld offer.

the aspects of medical inforMation facilit:Nes investigated in''New
South Wales, Queensland and Victoeia are reported below.

(ii) Medidal InforMation Faci.lities: -New South Waleks

There is A variety Of sources of medical infOrmation'in"New Bouth
,Wales. The urriversAY medical librarie& directly serve the educational
and research requirements of the mediCal sch8o1S;'indirectly they,Serve
.thecontinuing education and research needs of Medical practitioners and.
others'in vaiious environments. The Biomedical Libra4Y Of the'UniversitY
of NewSouth Wales holds approximately 15,000 monogrhphs and1,500'current
joUrnal titles; the Medical Library of 'the Universityof Sydney hollis.
approximately 61,186 bound volumes and 1,784 current journal tit;es.
Allied with these two libraries' are the libraries of the affiliated teach-
ing hospitals. Some of thesd have quite extensive collections. .For eX-.
ample, Sydney Hospital (403 beds), affiliated with the University.of Syd-
ney, holds approximately 6,000 monographs and 425 current journal titles,.
as well as possessing A'collection of approximately 200 sound tapes.
Others of the affiliated hospitals are/relatively small. For'examPle;
the Womens' Hospital,, Crown Street (292 beds), hOlds approxiMately
400 monographs and 30 current journal titles.' .

411

Other information :urces centred in or affiliated with uniVersitiei
.include Services provided-by the Post-Graduate Committees in Medicine.

, examPle; from t4e Universaty of 'Irclney there is the Post-Graduate

Committee's Ausio-Visual Newsletter, radio broadcasts, and the Coppleston
Postgraduate Medical Institute's "Landline NetwOrk".

.The libraries of the professional bodies, such as the Australian
Medical Association Library (Sydney), provide another source of inform-
ation. Directly these provide a service to theit-Members;, iondirectly,
however, through the inter-library loan network they service a'much

1

, wider community.

Hospital libraries
pective hospital boards.
teaching hospitals which

are generally the
Some exceptions

are'Partly funded
#

11

responsibility of their res-
are the.libraries in affiliated
through Universities-Commission

4
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(formerly Adstralian Universities Commiision) grants, and!the libraries '1.#

in psychiatric hospitals which are.the direct responsibility,of the '
.

° Health'Commission of New South %ales.. The'ComMission's Library circu-
lates its Accession List to all hop;itals and prOvides an inter-library
loan service if.it is requested. There...are also a few,repatriation and
rehabi,litation hospitals 'Which..are thelrespondibilitY bf Federal agencies.

.

. The hospital besed information Services are ano0er satiree,-Of. inform-.
ation7, For example, the Poison InformatianCentre ai4;.' the Royal A1exaidr a.

4 oe
HOspital Tor Children and the Ril:retina Regional.Hospital MATmACYInfo

" ation Service.
, . ,

The Federal Department of He'alth is alseoa. Source of. information'
providing publications such as Pharmaceutical Benits (a list of drugs
which may be prescribed under the National Hea;thtS.cheme), The Depart-
ment.is else said tp be.pianning to compile"aild-puiaish drug profiles
for the use of pharmacists and prescribing doctors.

Theoreticall 1,1 there is also_acCess to national resourceNvia the
inter-library loan network. Thare is, again thedreticelly, aècess.to the
resources of ANSTEL. There is 'fee-payirg access to the physical collection
through the'recently introduced photo-copying token system, and free access
to the bibliographical data contained in.computerized data bases, sUch
as MEDLARS and BA 'Previews. In a.separate category there are the inform-
ation services of the pharmaceutical Industry..

Among these various Sources of inforfriation there appearsto be no
formal co-ordination or linesof communication. 'Mast importantly there.is
no.centrar.point from-where the*,potential liser can be alerted to tfie multi--.
plicity of Sources available. Some random examples-maybe the most effect-

-ive way tbwbring o'Ut the.ptoblems of'accessibility'and awareness with which
the present conditians in New SOuth Wales are beset.

There IS no`union'catalgoue of library holdings. :Mere are no att-
empts to co-ordinate binding schedules. A survey conducted.by"the in-
vestigatorq(43)indicates that many universitY affiliated medical prae-
titionersere.unaware of the services provided by the gost-graduate Com7
mitteel thestnevey also indicates almost total ignorance-by potential
users of the Netional Library services Which are now channelled thiough
ANSTEL. Inter-library loan transactions between die AustraliansMediael
Association A.ibrarY (SrIney.). and the Biomedical Libtary of the University
of New South Wales are condUcted on an item by item basis with the AMA
LibrarY charging for-photocopying and the Biomedical Library providing- a
free service. Of the 200 hospitals and health-related organizatkons
New South Wales pnly'48 indicated that they, utilized.the inter-library
loan nework in respoe to the question, "Do yOu have ready access to anY
other source of medical books, journals and information?" If.one eXcTUdes
organizations in'the,Sydney metropolitah area the number drops to .16 out of
137..

.

To turn specifically now to hospital libraties an analysis of the
:data derived from.the survey conducted by the_Health COMmission Of New_
South Wales'indicates.not only lack of awareness of-other sources of in-
fOrmation, but also lack of adequate Collections clocally and especially
the lack of trained staff.

°

.#

New South Wales Health Commission.Survey: A total of 200 organitetions-
were represented.:in the sUtveydata analyzed by the inVestigators utilizing
the programmeS in SPSS: Statistical Package for the Sogial.Scienvfon the

212



University of New' South Wales IBM 360/50 computer. The data..were

made available to the investigators by Mr D Hpnt, the Librarian of the
New South Wales Health Ctmmitsion, from a survey conducted in December
.1974. y'Ouestionnaires were received by hospitals', by Regional, Off5.ces'

of the Commission*and by one medical school library in'New South-Wales.

Net all respondents completed allitems and some items elicited am-
biguous responses. Thus, in discussing survey results.reference will
be made to the number of instances reoprted, rather than percentages

-when there is,O.ess thn, a 100% unampiguous response rate. 'Only items
that elicited meaningful-responses on topics within the scope of this,
report are dis'cussed..

; ,

Ot the 200 prganizations 70 (35%) did not bold any medical tooks
and 97, 48.5%) did not receive any current journal titles. Only 59

responden - had as'eparate room set aside as a library: 140 did not

hays a sep at room.4 To the question, "Do you haveJan officer in
charge of yotur medical library?", onlY 46 (23%) replied "Yes": of

these only, 15 (7.5%) reported having a full-time perspn.in charge.

The size of collectioA ispresented in Table 3 below.

No. of
Monographs

No. of
Respondents

No. of
Journal Titles

No. of
Respondents

-0 .70 0 . 97' .

1-25. 44 .1- 25 71

26 ,- 49 8 26- 49 6

501- 99 16 , 50- 99 . 13

1007199 20 100-199 6

.
200-299 9 4 200=299 0

%

f100-499- 10 300-499 5

500'-999 '',, 13 500-999' 1

1,000+
.

10
.

1,000+ 1
,

TOTAL .200 '200

.
,

TABLE 3 NUmber of respondents according to collection size

,

The for both monographs and'journals is zero items and the median
1,-25 ns. The smallness'of the collections'is self-evident.

Collectionsize in iSOlation is not very,meaningful and no the in-
. vestigators attempted,to Correlate 'this with bed capacp.y. This was not

a question on the questionnaire and statistics on bed capacity were ob-
tatned fromthe 1973 Australian and New Zealand Hospitals and Health
Services Yearbook.( 4) Some respondents were anomrous thus it was.not
possible to correlate this data foi all the hospi?tals that indicated

,-collection size. For some rpspondents, n6me1y t)he Regional Officen of
'the COmmission and the one medical school library, bed capacity is clearly
not applicable. Correlatiops were finally obtained for 168 hospitals and

-the)results are presented in the,scnttergrams shownron pages 10 and 11..

Of which there is one for each of,the'health service regions into
which New South Wales is divided;

13
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Table 3 gives an indicati;On of:the p.mited size of most collections
and the scattergrams reveal that this shortage of publ&hed'reSources is
not restricted to small hospitals.', For exaMple, of the 414lospitals
with between 100-199 beds, 10 do not take any current journdl titles;
11 receive between 1-5 titles and.'12 between 6-10 titles. Nhat also
becomes apprent is that even though there is a-broad positive correl:-
Aion between bed capacity nd colleötion size, there is also a consider-

,

able degree of scatter. For eXample, 4 hospitals.with between 100-199
beds receive over 25-current journal titles, whereas 10 hospitals with
between 200-299 beds receive under,25 journals. One hospital with over
1000 beds receives 80 currentijournal titles andone hospital with between
200-299 beds receives over 100 journals.' 'One 50-99 bed hospital has
over 600 monographs and yet of the tWo hospitals with over 1000 beds one
hqfds 180 and the other '550:Monographs.

'65t bf the-respondents reported some monograph holdings, yet only
ime person in charge of the cafection and only 29.5%
housed in a separate room. InTaS, regardless of the

7.5% had a full-
had a collection
quality and quan
to be,such that
to refer to the
than of S hospit

that the p
need for informa

, on the questionn
"better access t
generally"; 132
Information sour

iiy of the,collections, service and apcesSibility appear
n the majority of cases it might be more appropriate
resence of a-collection of materials in the hospital,
1 library service.

ucity of library facilities is nop due to the lack of
ion becomes apptrent from an'analysis of other items
ire. 145 respOndents indicated that.they would like
refererice book's, journals and medical information

dioinot,feel'that they had."ready access":to such
US.

It also be omes apparent, however, that a library service is not
always seen as p oviding access to information. ,In replyrto the
question "If you do not,have a librarian do you feel that you need one"
135 replied "No" and only 34'replied "Yes". Of the 145,réspondents

pwho indicated a esire forletter aCcess.to information 87indicated
that they did n =feel that they nbeded a librarian and 42'that tHey
did not need a ibrary%

Apparentli little access to informatiOn is gained byjloSpitals
from non-library soUrces. Asked "Do you have ready accesS to any
other source of medical bookS, journals and inforMation", 93 indicated
that they believed they,:did not have ready aècess. Only 11 iindicated

s,that they believed they had ready access to information and did not
feel the need for better access. 61 gave an unqualified "Yes" to the
queson and 56 of them named the source or sources of their information.
Analysis of these sources reveals that in some cases there is: a discon-
certingly low estibation of what constitutes "ready access" to sources
of medical information.

I

For example, in one-region three hospitals named theirsources
of information: two of these named as their source a base h spital
'library of 200 monographs 10 current journal titles and np 1 brary
staff; the third named tkie Medical'Journal'of Australia. q another
region two sources were. named: 6ne, by a base hospital, was the
British Medical journal, the other was an.individual medical pract-
itioner. In another,region out of four named sources two referred
to a hospital library consisting of12 current, journal titles with an

18
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Honorary Medical Officer acting as part-time librarian; the third ,

retpondent named one of the two hospitalt aboVe,' and the reply from
the fourth is quoted below:

"Doctors library. 'We are only a small hospital and our
local doctor has his own library and medical books. We--
have a medical book which gives staff the-instruments .

required for an operation, this enables them to set theatre
up for any operations which have notibeen carried out before."

The further.removed from large medical library facilities and
the smaller'its own collection the less ,likely is the ,organization
to tap the resources ct larger collectiOn'S.. This is demonstrated . .

by looking at the nuAer and type oE tources named by organizations,
in e Metropolitan Rempion and by organizations in the rural regions.
e paucity of colledtionsiin rural regions is well demonstrated bY

tile fact that in three suCh regions the largest lournal collection
is lOstitles. All the ex'amples in the preceding paragraph are from
rural regions:

Qf the 63 organizations,in the Metropolitan Region which
,responded to the survey, 35 named'other sources of information and.
it is interestingA0 see where the other sources are 16cated. The
Medical Library of/the University of Sydnex is named by 13 organiz-
ations; the Australian Medical Association Library by 9; the Bio-

.medical Library/Of the-University of New South Wales by 7. Other
sources include other etropolitan.hospital libraries and the inter-

. library loan netwofk k.

Not only did more metrOpolitan organizations name sources, but
also each organization named more sources: 6 organizations referred
to the inter-library loan network in genexal; 9 named one source;
11'nemed two sources; 8 named three sources; amd 2 named more than
,three sources: :In six non-metropolitan regions no organization named
more'than one,source of information; in three.,regions only one organ-
izatiOn in each named More than one,source; in only one region did
three organizations name more than one sburce. This pattern of
intensilie use of other sources by metropolitan organizatibns and
significantly less uSV by-rural organizations'has implications for'
effective improvements in the inter-library loan metwork.

Another interesting insight gaiAed frOm the Survey data was that.
MEDLARS was only named three times as a source of info ation: .by one

--or hospital in the Metropolitan Region and by tWo hospita4s,in rural
regions. _

I
>

.

I/

.

'1.c summarize, the survey data suggestg that outsid of the
Sidney Metropolitan Area:a-hospital:library will be a small collect-Ion,
with no full-tim: stff, providing little accest to the resourcesof
larger medical 1ibra,rie5.:. At'the same time most hr..spitals have,
eXpressed a wish for better access te.sources of information: It may
be ventured then that, wYLie the survey indicates that medical inform-
ation services in New 'south Wales 117,spitals are seriously under-

'develpped, it also indicates.at least an awareness among most of them
(and in the Health CommiLion) that their information needs are not

...4 being met. .

1 9... .
.
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(iii) Medical Information Facilities: Queensland

The fesults of the investigators' attempts to acquire a broad
pictuie of medical information facilities in Queensland are set out
bellow. The general range and scope of information sources are
siMilar tO those in New 'outh Wales (see pages 7-8 above). ' Data
collected in Queensland suggest that a sUrvey similar to that of the
New South Wales Health Commission discussed Above would yield a highly
comparable picture ofhospitarlibraries as regards inadequacy of
collections and lack of staff.

Te Queensland State Health Department Library holds appralx7

Imately 000 mOnographs and 204kjournal titles centrally; with some
scattered collections, such as those on child welfare and Aboriginal
health, housed elsewhere... There is unfortunately no union Catalogue.
Staff consist of two qualified_librarians and two clerical assistants.
There is no Statistical data on 'hospital library holdings or on inter-
library loan transactions. . The library will provide the inter-library
loan service if it is requested bv a hospital libraxy. The Australian
Medical AssOciation Library (Brisbane) offers a photocopyi g.service to
rural medical-practitioners: this consists of supplying a hotocopy of
'a cited item when it is requested. There is no medhanism toradvertize
this service to the estimated 100'or .so practitioners who as metbers of

_

the A.M.A. are entitled to use the serviCe.. The Library hold6 approx-
imately 9,500-10,000 monographsand sup/scribes to 125 cutrent journal
titles. There is one full-time unqtyilified person to-ptovid serVice.
Again there is no statistical data)dn the number of photocopies ent
andoof inter-library loan transactions, or on the tyPe of items' at
are requested and scison. -

.

-

Statistical data, .such as the number of reference queries handled,
can often be meaniAgless or even misleading without careful interpret-
ation. ,HOWever, a quantitative picture of its main operations is
essential to the effective management of any libtary. Unaware of
the proportion of- actual to potential users, unable to define the scope
of the services it`now provides and to.derive any index of uApr satis-
faction let alone user needs, a library cannOt provide.an information
service responsiVe to its clients. These remarks are not meant as
criticism of the present staff of any of themedicfal libraries visited.
A glance at the Connecticut standards (see page 6 Above) indicates that
.in the Australian medical library.environment sta f in proportion to
holdings is grossly inadequate. For a'library of 600 monogrephs and
150 journal titles the Connecticut.standards recomMend two libtarians
and one clerk. In one ingtance here we have a collection of 9,500-
10,000 monographs and 125 journal titles serviced by one'unqualifiA
person. Consequently, it is not.surprping that that peraon
does not have the time to collect data ci-1 present use, plan collection
building and wedding, advertise library service-to potential users arid .

so on.

\
Inadequate staffing was found also in the teaching hospitals

affiliated:with the University of Queensland. For example, one.
hospital with approximately 9,000 monographs has one librarian,-one
liprary assistant and the services of part-time casuals; another
with approximately 4,000 monographs has a staff of one unqualified
person. One of the affiliated teaching hospitals'has no library at
'all.

2 0
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Apart from the appafent lack of staffing there is also the
problem of the °adequacy of collections. Figures giving the size
of library,holdings are not very meaningful without associated data
on-the useeof the collection. Similarly, figures"for inter.-library
loan transactions, though useful for providing a broad Ricture of
the supply and demInd pattern between libraries, do not give much
'guidance unless one,nows which titles are.being requested, ("As far
as can be ascertained such necessary information is not beiilg iegular-

.

ly compiled.. '
4:10

The University of Queensland Library has hoWever compiled
statistics'onall its inter-library loans and borrowings between ,
15 March 1971 And 15 'Tune 1971, and these werejcindly*ade available
to the investigators by Mr..../S. Routh, Acting Deputy7.4brarian.
These figures show that the subject-el-ea in whji.chlaiins were mast often
requested by other Brisbane libraries was the mediCal sciencei.
They accounted for a total of 409 loans. ':7The next Ititgqst category'
was enineering with 199.164ns, followed by antSrapololgy,and bio-
logical sciendes with 180 loans, then agriculture .11(1 Veterinary
science with 101 loans. All other subject groups accounted for
.fewer than 100 loans.each. Of the'"1572-1oans Madeby the, University
ta other Brisbane libraries in that.periad\of three'Months in 19771,
353 were to health-related organizations. It seems that an examin-
ation of the adequacy of present collections in'theThealth sciences
in Queensland is Already overdue.

-
A look at total inter-,library than figures for thaX period

can give a broad picture of supply and demand patterhs. ,Table 4
has been compiled from the figures supplied':

Borrowed by the University' Lent by. the University.
' of Queensland Library. of Queensland tibrary

From other Brisbane ,

libraries

From otherQUeensland
libr'aies z. 'c-

From other Australian
libraries -

Other

4

TOTAL

307

20

1087'

112

-

To other Brisbane'
libraries ---

To_other Queensland
libraries

To ather Australian
libraries *

_

Other
rt

40:

TOTAL

1572

734

56

92

1.526 2985

TABLE A Inter-library loans to and ifrom the University Of Qucensland
Library, 15 March - 15 June 1971

Tho total figure'slkho4,:fWat the Un" ersityof Queensland Librry
lent far more.than'it'boseP6Wed; but the breakdown shows that was'only-
true within Qteensland. The disparity between the University's
borrowing and lending is most noticeable in the figures for libraries
-outside of the Brisbane area. Here one university and two colleges

21'
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of advanced education adcounted for the bulk of those loans. Oithin
the Brisbane area the University also.lent far more than, it'borrowed:.--
In fact 4-appeared to be acting as a regional resource library
although, of course., it was not being funded for doing so; .

Outside of the Queensland area the situatiOn was. reversed and
the.University Library was a heavier borrower than a lenders other'
university libraries and the National Library oustralia were the
major sources.

'( 4As previously mentioned unless the i tles and the time7span
. .involved are known information .cannpt be eXtrapolated from inter=

liStary loan. statistics concerning the adequacy of collections.
However, in6ormal conversation with librarians in tlip Brisbane area
revealed that in tome caset.current journals-were sent .on a lengthy
circulation route to members of the'organization-- Alhe
the ma erial from the litrary Wastpo't felt to be an inco

v.
inter-library loan request would be proraptly met b the .

qniversi y Library.. It is ope0o debhte whethef this a valid
use of the interlibrary loan network. It also became apparent in
conversation'that the choice of dource to which an interrlibrary .

loan is directed 4s a very ran om, ersonal decision. This topic
has already been eystematicall served (39) and will not be elab-
orated, upon here..

Nevi South Wales and Queensland

None ok the health sciences libraries which have been discussed
,

actively offer their services.- They rather adopt a passive role of
fulfilling service requestsL l'f they are received. The extent to
which potential users will )equest library and inforation services
is largely determined by the'extent to which.they are aware of the
amount of existing informati n and of how it can be accessed. For'

,

example, the practitioner wh
has been reported for a part
various indexes and abstract
is unlikely to consult the 1
behaviour.

,

No doubt there are man
attempts to acquire publishe
servirce would assist them' gr

problem of creating an awarg
.need to consult the literat
to help them gain access to
As far as the'investigators
Wakes nor Queensland,is the

'All the university,me
for their readers in the usr.
ical aids available. At p
not integrated as a requisit
librarians are thus inevit
obtain student interest and

SI

is unaware that an adverse.reaction
cular drug, and who is unaware of the
that contain-references to such ieports,
terature as a check on his prescribing

individuals who are frustrated in their
literature and,a more active library

atly. There is however, also the
ess amongst potential users that they
e, and that there exist many services
ose parts of it relevdnt to them.

ould ascertain Jn neither. New South -

any systematdo attempt to do this.

ical libraries provide' some education
of medical libraries and the bibliógraph-
sent such instruction is sporadic and
part of the academic course. The
y at,a disadvantage in the battle to
oncentration.

Another significant problem is.that such courses are naturally
carried out within a study environment. Learning obtained there
will not Mitomatically flow on to the working environment, especially
not if the ,working environment is 4'hospital with no bibliographical
aids and a rudimentary ,jolirnal collection. The user must be made
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are of his continuing information needs in his working envirOnment
d the access to the sources to satisfy those needs must be available

n the working environment.

'(iv) Medical InfOrmation Facilities, ViCtoria
4

Against the background of th present situation in New South.
.Wales and Queensland it is interesting to look t some recent develop-
ments in Victoria which have ocCurred largely.a a result of the
voluntary initiative ,and co-operafion exercised y members of the
MedicarLibrarions' Group iyictdrian Branch).

'

The Victorian hospital system is, like the New South Wale
system, based on regional divisions., In Victoria however these
:number Only six pectors. The Victorian Library Network su4gested
by Jacqueline BaiIlie (5) wouId be based on thege regional divisions.
Small hospital libraries in each sector wouldlbe affiliated to.one of

"six large urban hospital.libraries. 'It is flb:)m the library of the
appropriate urban hospital that "the smaller country hospital library
could receive easily ontainable inter-library loans as well as other
assistance and,advice". (5:1)

In turn'the large urban hospital'library would turn for assist-
ance to the libraries of the university medical schools. Geographical
location and teaching affiliation would be at least two factors to
consider in defermining-from whidh library the urban hospital library
would seek assistance.

. -

The size and,function f small hosoital libraries are,perhaps
made more meaningful when placed in perspective against the size of

, the hospital it might service. In 1972 of 111 non-metropolitan
hospitals in Victoria 90 had fewer than 100 beds, 13 between 100-199
beds, 7 between 200-299 beds, only 1 over'300 beds and none over 400.
beds. (4) TIT small hospital library is envisaged, according to the
proposed Victokian Library Network, as having a small collection of
core books and journals, as well as such material necessary to support
any fields in which the hospital may specialize. the rationale behind
and the criteria for establishing core collections are interesting and
will be,discussed in following,sectionS. The Medical Librarians'
yproup (Victorian Branch) has already compiled such lists (45;46) and
'they appear to be realistic in terms of the number/of titles and costs
involved. For example, books recommended for first purchase number-
cmly 41 titles and.are estimated to.cost approximately $375-$400;
tlie total basic book list contains 134 titles and the list of basic
journals contains 86 titles.

4

Jacqueline Baillie makes the point that participation in a

regional.network is impqrtant preasely because the "average country
hospital library will probably always be a small one" (5:1) and.thus
it is-essential to have access to larger collections'. This access lk%

can only be obtained if there.are trained staff aware of how the
.

network funcrimis and what its purpose is. She suggests that,
where staf: train..:C at le.7.st up to the Library Technician level are
not available, approacheF, might be :le to the Public library system
to share the sorvices cf trained'str.ff, that tnservice aining be
arranged for untrain inck7bents. Tne Grodp
(Victorian )ranch) h7tve oiready proviO.ed some-inservic.-,.training

courses and will prov'.de a panc-1, to gtve advice andaistanc,7! ln the
setting-up and running of hospital librL.:

-
4

2 3
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Operating within each sector of the Network there would event-
ual y be "a fufly professional Librarian/Information Of,ficer to
su ervise and co-ordinate information services, in the Sector". (5:3)

_The duties of this position would include assisting in rationalized
collection.buildiug, arranging central ordering and processing,.
acting as a centre for inter-library loans and encouraging the
development of services, especially referende service.

'In several points of detail the invebtigators diffgr from -

Victorian views on- how the medical information'network shOuld be .

developed and those points Will.be covered- at length laterin the
report. These differences of dpinionoin no way'affect.the validity
of compilation of core lists, provision of training institutes and
provision of advice td small libraries.aa venfures suitable to be
considered for implementation as pilot.studies subj-ect.to continual
.evaluatioh to assrs impact and attaihMent ofObjectiVe..,

- 4
(

Another Victorian develOpment thet perhaps:Merits Closer ...

analysis and evalbation is the:prolioaed Regional brug Information
Network. 'A Drug Information. Service was,established at-the Royal
Melbourne Hospital in 1969.(40) The purpose Of the service is
"tosupply selected information related.to drugs and therapy when
and where it is needed insthe Hospital to improve patient care".
(40:61) Since its implementati demand for the service has groWn
at a rate to suggest the neeiffo iMilar services in other hospitals.
It has been proposed that the msr, s Services should form a Regional
Drug Information Network co-ordinaled by a Ce#tral Drug Information
-Bureau.

...0,,

-..,i.,
.

, ..

At present the Royal Melbodrne Ho'spital. I4ug Information
Service is co7opekating with the Woden Valley Bospithl Drug Inform- -
ation Service (A.C.T.) in the shared-Indexing of selected journals

.

for drug-related information. Whilst the investigators are completely
in favour of co-operative ventures,they regret\that Such developments'

,

are 6ccurring with'little liaison with hospitai And medicat4libraries;
espeoitlly with regard to regional network plans. EVen amongst the'
various drug infori-tion services ther e. appears to be a need for
closer collaboration. Tor example, there ard a multitude of 'varying
drug profiles at present. The experience librarivs haVe accumulated
in attempts toestablish standard catalogUiaa'practicet could well
prove of value to those'involved in attemptffrto establish'a stan

1

ard

1
drug profile,

In the area of user-awareness a scheme of interest is the course
in medical bibliography conducted by the Biomedical Library, Monash
University. This course is integrated in the medfcal cutriculuR.
One'section, for example, consists of a compufsory 5,000 word review,
of the literature by second year students. The subjects are set hY
the Medical Faculty and satisfactory performance is an academic
requisite. Talks are regularly given by library staff and detailed
guides to scientific literature and the related bibliographical aids
have been compiled.

Especially interesting is the adtive attempt by the Monash
Biomedical Librari, to retain a literature awareness in the students
once they leave a study-environment and enter a working one. Upon

2 4
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.....

'graduationeach'student.receives a Personal letter accompanied by a
leaflet 4ffering a- current awareness service, literature searches,
,MEDLAP,Tservice ahd a reference telephone service as well as loans
of monographs and photo-copies of j urnal articles. The Library
also offers to "give quick refresh courses on the latest develop-
ments in bibliographic aids n medi inei orto speak to local groups
on theseme subject if 4 suitable :venue can be arran/ed".'(54)

. -

SUmmary:. New South Wales, Queensland and Victoria
4

. Data collected in New'South Wales; Queeikland and Victorial
. .indicate that

. N 14 hbspital libraries have (i) inadequate-collections;

\ ' . (ii) insufficient trained staff;
..-.:' "!

(iii) haphazard lines of communication
with each other as evidenced by their utilization of the inter-
library- lean network:.

and, that medital information facilities in general consist of -
- !.

(iv) &Multiplicity of sources with b,

few formal lines of communication existing among them;

.11.0 a paucity of mechanisms to ensure
awareness amongst users and potential users-of their information
needs and of the services available to satisfy-those needs.

.

4

s.



III OPTIONALISOLUTIONS

22Q

, The investigators'again emphasize that to date theie are in-
sufficient data on the present situation for a'realisticallyplanned
riatiorial network to be developed. Xnalysis -Of some of the.data
available suggests however, certain strategies,that might prove to'
,beleasible.. I:Mplgmentation of these strategies in a series of pilot
studies ,is suggested:zuch studies should be.adequately.funded,and
conducted full-time by staff' with po Other comitithents. V

.

-,,

'
.

.
.

.
.

.

%Each pilot study ia envisaged as:incorporating a.thorough
,

analysis of the present situation. Once a strategy is'implemented
it mmst be.accompanied by contfhuous evaluation to assess cost, impact
and attainment of objective: .Where a number of Strategies might :
proVe feasible a number of pilot studies might well be,undertaken
to obtain cowarative valuatians.

.Regardless of whi h bodies fund any particular project, the
National Library of Aust alia is envisaged as having an important
co-ordipating role. This includes at least two Vital' functions,:
first, to enture that individuals engaged in,similar studies are
kept aware of developments:* second, to ensure that progress and
evaluation are well-documented and widely disseminated.

It is in the above perspective that the following strategies
are discuss,d.

.(i) Hospital Library Development

The survey of hospitalqibraries conducted.by thellealth Comm-
ission of New South Wales indicated- that of the 168 hospitals for
which bed capacity could be ascertained, 25 were between 1-25 beds;
32 between 26-49 beds:, 35 between 50-,99 beds; 41 between 100-199i
beds; 17 between 200-299 beds; 9 between 300-599 beds; 7 betWeen
600-999.bedS and,only 24oVer 1d00 bedi;

so

,

'Questions immediately arise: Is a library necessary in a :

hospital: of saY 50 beds, or'150 beds or.:250'beds? Is hospital bed'
capacity a valid criterion for decidi4uponthe need for a library?
What sort Of use is made of.a library in,.say a t00-199 bed hospital?
Is it justifiable to sUggest, d'e the investigators have suggested on
page 7, that a collection of six cUrrent journal titles is inadequate
for a hospital with 216 beds, geographically remote.from iarger coil-,
ections and not Participating in the inter-library-loan network?

4,
Such questions can only be answered)pya thorough analysis of

the present:situation. tie investigatorsloelieve, such an analysis
should;be:based on: 74.

-

bibliographicalldata on monograph and journal holdingain'
hospital libraties;'.t.

ii. bibliographical analYeis of use-made of current colledtions;

iii. bibliographical analysis of inter-library loan transactions;

iv. analysis of other sources of information'currently used by -

actual and potential hospital libraoi clientele:

v. analysis of unsatisfied information needs Of actual and pot-

ential hospital library clientele.
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Pilot Study no.l. Information flow in hospitals: The investigators
recommend that a representative sample be drawn from the following
categories of Australian hospitali:

(i) Urban teaching hospitals with over 1000 beSs;

(ii) Ukban teaching hospitals with under 1000 beds;

(iii) Urban non-ieaching hospitals with 600-999 beds;

eiv) Urban non-teaching hospitals with 4007599 beds':

(v) Urban non-teaching hospitals with fewer than 400 beds;

(vi) Rural hospitalS with More than 200.beds;

(vii) Rural hospitals with .100-199 beds;

(viii) Rural hospitals with 50-91 beds;

l
(ix) Rural hospitals with fewer than 50 beds.

The purpose of the study is to define the information needs of
health care personnel in the total hospital environment. Use made,
Of existing hospital libraries represents only part of the scope Of
any suCh study.

The steps to be taken and their'approximate sequence are out-
.

lined below.

PHASE T.

(1) Analyze the present inforrnation,flow to and within the
hbspital enNironment. The goals are:

i. identify groups of individuals in terms of their shared
use of information, for example, drug-related inform- -

ation, hospital administration data;
,

'ii. among information groups to identify:.

a) the generators of information within the organiz-
'ation, for example, generators of patient chartsr

b) the transmitters of information within the organiz-
ation, for example, informal verbal communicators;

the importers of information to the organization,
for example, generators of drug advisory bulletins. -

The three groups are unlikely to be mutually exclusive.
.

iii. identify the communication media utilizedloy the gener-
. ators, transmitters and importers of information;'

iv. identify the information sources Utilized by the gener-
ators, transmitters and imPorters of information:

v. identify areas of unsatisfied information needs should
such exist.
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OBJECTIVE To-define the information profile of the generators,
transmitters and importers of Information within each identified in-
fOrmation group. An information.profile includes the density ancl
frequency of information in-put as well as media and source preference.

(2) Analyze.the information sources contained in and accessed
through the hospital library (where one exists). The.
goals are:

i. bibliographicaliy evaluate the current colltction,
for example, currency of monograPhs, journal selection
criteria;

ii. analyze use made of the current collection by:

a) bibliographical analysis, for example, which
titles are used;

b) user analysis, for example, which categories of
individuals use the library;

1' iii. analyze use made of the inter-library loan network
in terms of;

a) requests sent: bibliographical analysis;
user analysis;

requests received: bibliographical analysisl
user analysis;

iv. analyze the performance of the library as an access- -

point to information sources, for example, literature
searches;

v. analyze areas of negatiVe,library response should
such exist.

OBJECTIVE To define the present function of the library in
terms of its current usage.

PHASE II

(1) Compare the pmasant library and other information sources
used with the information profile'of each information group.
The goals are to:

Now
i. assess subject-coverage matching;

ii. assess media and format matching;

iii. assess acceptable time-constraint parameters.

OBJECTIVE To asseSs the adequacy of the existing hospital
library in meeting the information needs of the health care profesSion-

. als: to assess the adequacy of the-information sources used in those .

environments without a library service.
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PHASE III

!Decisions orl goals and procedures for PH A III have to await
the results of PHASES I and II.

OBJECTIVE To utilize the data obtained
order to desl.gn the hospital library collectio
the continuing information needs of the health

Should the data in PHASE II show that
met by the hopital library or other informat
of course, be no need to proceed to PHASE,III
become apparent perhaps as early as PHASE I,
both satisfied and unsatisfied, are not capab
by a hospital library, again, PHASE III would
mented.

So far as the investigators are aware n
.information flow in hospitals have been made
envisaged for the above pilot study. While
the.impact of application of the results of s
information problems in Australia would be hi
realize that the consumption of resources of

'study would be correspondingly high. It is
examine less costly alternatives. In parti
are widely dsed and often a basis on which h
are built, their effectiveness in,upgtading
services must be examined.

Core lists
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in PHASES I and II in
and services to meet

care professionals.

se needs are being
n sources, there would,

. Similarly, should it
hat information needs,
e of being satisfied
obviously not be imple-

attempts to study
n a scale such as is
repared to argue that
ch a study on medical
h, the'investigators
taff and time in the
herefore reasonable to
lar, because core lists

spital library services
ospital information

In general the investigators would arg e that the collection
of data as suggested in PHASE I of the above pilot study would be
essential for an informed decision on whether or not the deposit of
a core-collection could have high impact on a hospital's information
services. It is highly probable that an appropriate core collection'
which was wellvrvrced would be "laded a lot by its users", which is

4,what the purveyors of a medical information service told the invest-
igators when they suggested that its use was not widespread. Repeated
use of a core library collection by a small fraction of potential,
'clients need not imply that it is the best means of satisfying the
information needs even of its present users.

A brief discussion of some of the liTitations in the criteria
used for compiling core listt of monographi and journals might illus-
trate the above point. Some dommon criteria include citation analysis,
statistics of library use and the opinion of specialists in the field.
Each method,has its own limitations and each will be discussed in
turn, athough always with the provito that granted cognizance of their

. limitations, core lists can still be one among several possibly fruit-, .*
ful strategies.

One of the earliest attempts at citation analysis of medical
.

literature was reported by K.K. Sherwood in 1932 (68). His purpose
was to "point out some standards by which an intelligent-choice [of
journals] may be guided". (68:273) His method and findings.have been
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confirmed by later studies and will be briefly outlined as an example
of citation analysis and its uses.

Sherwood selected the Journal of the American Medical Association
as the data base for his study onthe basis that "its articles are al-
most exclusively by men of national reputation".(68:273) He analyzed
one year's issues (July 1930 - July 1931) listing all the references
found in the footnotes. His argument was that these would "represent
the magazines which the best class of clinicians at the present time
considers sufficiently valuable to read". (68:273)

The'one year studied yielded 588 articles which together yielded
4186 references or citations to journal articles; 422 references to
monographs; 201 references to special reports etc:, and 103 references
to personal communications. He found that 55% of the 4186 article
citations were to articles that had appeared within the last 5 years,
that is, 1926-1930; 83% were to articles'published within the last
15 years; only 5% were to articles published 30 or more years ago.
The 4186 article citations came from 556 journal-titles. Sherwood
ranked these according to the number of citations each-had received
and found that the firgt 10 titles accounted for 38% Of all citations
and that the first 50 accounted for 70% of all citations.

The problem arose of whether the size of journal.circulation could
be biassing citation patterns, that is, if-a journal is read widely it
might be cited more frequently for that reason.only and not because of
the intellectual value of its contents. Therefore the number of cit-
ations per 1000'circulations was calculated and then coMpared to.total.
magazine citculation and rank as determined by total number of citations
received. His conclusion was that "it is unlikely that there exists .

any significant relation between circulation and the degree to which a
magazine is quoted". (68:275) .For example, the Kentucky Medical Journal
with a circulation --af 1875 received 1.57 citations per 1000 circulated
and ranked 120 out of 556 journal titles; Archives of Neurology and
Psychiatry with a. circulation of 1418 received26.1 citations per 1000
circulated.and ranked 14: The'15 most frequently cited journal titles
from Sherwood's study are listed in Table 5, along with data related to
the occurrence of these titles on more recent lists which may be of
general interest.
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TABLE 5 Sherwood's top 15 titles and their occurrence in other lists
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Some early evaluations (8) of the validity Of citation Analysis
found that lists so derived showed little correlation with either
lists selected by,specialists in the field, or with.use as determined
by library circulation figures. Since then, however, citation analysis
has been developed into a more sophisticated technique, for example, the
werk of Eugene Garfield (29) utilizing the Science Citation Index data
base, controlling for the number of pages per journal issue and sa on.
However, even granted that citatiOn aris is a valid technique for
determining which journal titles carr r icles.cited frequently by
leaders in the field, it does not follow that these titles will satis.--, '

fy the information needs of the clientele of the hospital library.

A previous study by'the investigators (43) suggested that not,
only did practitioners primarily engaged in direct patient care consult
less literature, but they also tended to consult different titles .from
those primarily engaged in research and. teaching. Those primarily
engaged in research and teaching were. far More literature orientated'
and published far more frequently. A selection of journal titles
based on the researchers,' citation patterns'may not be an appropriate
collection for a practitioner, 'For example, a title such as Austral-
ian Family Physician would not rank highly in a citation analysis
study,.but data suggest that it is considered useful by the practitioner.
(43).

Another limitation of citation analysis-as a selection guide is
that it is, by definition, literature orientated. A high ranking
journalin'surgery may not convey information on a new surgical tech-
nique as effectively as a film on thetopic.

These ather obvious points are belaboured because .it is often
as easy to overlook the obvious as the difficult. If there is no
library at.allT or just a few poorly selected journals, and a core
collection of say 30 or so high,ranking journals is established that
collection will probably be heavily used. Evaluation of the use of
the core collection may well indicate that it is stimulating. library

.

use and satis ying hitherto unsatisfied information needs. However,
, it may not b doing so as effectively as a collection selected on
different9, iteria or in a different medium or media or as a different-
type of-Service could have done. Hence, again, the investigators
stre s the importance of the collection and analysis' of data as
sug ested in PHASE I of theTilot,study above.

Core lists compiled On the basis of library usage (for example,
72) have the same limitations. They also have the added limitation
that theY could.represent poor quality journal titles if the present
collection is inadequate. - Core,lists compiled on the recommendation
of specialists in the field (for example,74) carry all the above
limitations.

The investigators recommend that after analysis of PHASE..I and
II data that all possible sources of information be considered..
Probably some'iriforMation needs will be satisfied by a small collection

'of journal and monograph titles. Perhaps this segment of the total
information profile of the hospital.environment is common to all or
many hospital environments. Thus, some journal and monograph titles.,
a core collection, may be appropriate for many hospital libraries.
'However, the investigators urge that other information sources should'
not be oveilooked and that all criteria Used for selecting a core
collection be Carefully analyzed.
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In terms of cost and feasibility core collections for Australian
hospital libraries appear promising. As mentioned (see,p.17) the books
recommended for first-Purchase on tha-syictorian liSt are estimated to
cost approximately $375-$400.° The total list contains only 134 titles
and the list of journals contains only 86 titles. The book list covers
reference works and the list of journals includes indexes. The Nation-
al Library of Medicine considers a $US3,000 one-Year, non-renewable
grant a realistic sum to aid in the establishMent of .a core collection.
(77:26)

There are a variety of existing lists which could be used for
-vuidance in devising Australian core collections. For example, the
Brandon list (13) in its fifth revision (1973), based on library and
specialist opinion, lists 410 monograph and 136 journal titles for.the
?small hospital library" (undefined)-at an estimated cosi of $US12,000.
Items recommended for first purchase are estimated to cost $US3,250.
It includes reference materials, both monographs and journals, and is
intended as a selection tool.

The Moll list (53), based on specialist review of the journals
on Brandon's list, is designed for the Small hospital which is defined
aS "over 100 beds but not more than 300-F350 beds". (53:268) Moll
found considerable divergence of opinion concerning the numb r and
titles of journals among the 23 specialists who reviewed the IBrandon
list:- 5 felt that 20,titles sufficed whereas 3 felt that ov r 70 titles.%
were necessary. He concluded:

"These divergences Of views indicate basic disagreemen s as to .

the size of a journal collection in the small hospitalj library.
... Oh the-other hand, there existed general support f r a
definite nUmber of journal titles." (53:268)

His'final list has 41 journal titles, perhaps with an American
bias, for example, the British. Medical Journal is not listed; The
only index is Index Medicus. Current Cohtents 1,4as not on the Brandon
list and it was not amongcthe additional titles suggested. It is -

interesting to note the oMAsion of CUrrent Contents from a list
selected by physicians practicing mainly in small hospitals.

The Bell list (8) was compiled by identifying those journal
titles held by at leatt 90-100% of 40 randomly selected medical lib-
raries in the United States. The average collection size of,the
libraries in the sginple was\102,007 volumes; unfortunately the average
for current journal titles is not given: the final core list contains
369 titles, among which is the Medical Journal of Australia. Year-
books are included but not abstracting or indexingjournals.

The-StearhS list (74), compiled on the.basis of.specialist
opinion, is entitked.Recommended.BookS and Journals for an Integrated
Health-Science Core Library. It aims to include all Iibrary,materials
necessary to service the "community hospital" (undefined). The 1970
list contains 87 monograph and 70 journal titles, estimated to cost
$U54,000, and to require 40 linear feet for books, 90 feet for jourpals
and 15 feet for reference tools.

None of the above lists includes non-print material, - an
omission the investigators consider regrettable. ,Tapes and casset
for instande do- not require prohibitively expe sive equipment
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could well be incorporated in a hospital library dolleo4on.

The criteria for ocapiling lists vary and size variations are
also apparent. For example, the Brandon ratio of 410 monographs to
136 journalg, Stearns' ratio of p7 monographs to. 70 jourhals, and
the Victorian Medical Librarians! Group's Atio of 134 monographs to

i 86 journals. There are also inteY6Sting variations in titles listed.
For example, Brandon recommends only Abridged Index Medicus, the Medical

A
Librarians'. Group (Victorian Branch) recommend either Abridged Index
Medicus or the full Index Medicus. The Victorian lists natOrally
contain several Australian and British titles not found in any of the
other lists mentioned. It is interesting to note-that Some of the
United States titles are found only in theNictorian journal list.and
to speculate onthe.reasons for their non-inclusion aMong, say, Brandon's
136 titles, or Bells 369 titles. For example, only the Victorian list
contains the following:

Clinics in Endocrinology and MetabolisuL

Clinics in GastroeAtorology

Clinics in Hematolow

Current Preblems in Surgery

Orthopedic Clinics of North America

-Seminars in Arthritis and Rheumatism

From this brief presentation of some of the differences in a few
current lists it becomes apparent that core lists for Australian hos-
pital libraries of different sizes and in different environments could
usefully be compiled. Such a project is therefore suggeo%ted as Pilot
Study 2.

Pilot Stud no.2.

PRASE Iv'

,// Establish criteria for definition of Australian hospitals as
."small", "medium", "large" and so on. ,

./

As working criteria, ".small" might be equated with fewer than 100 beds;

. _

Core collections for Australian hospital libraries.

"medium" with 100-299 beds;

"large" with more than 300 beds.

As investigational criteria, the number of medical, paramedicgl
and administrative staff, specialty units, paramedical and
out-patient services would have to be considered.

As comparative criteria, the statistical categories used by
federal and state departments of health, health andhospital
commissions, and so on, would have to be taken into account.

PHASE II

Eptablish criteria.for the size of collections'required in
hospitals of.different sizes, that is, for the number of mono-
graphs, jdurnal titles and items,of non-print materials. .
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'As workingiteria, "small" hospitals might be expected to house

50-100 monographs and 10-20 journal titles (that is,.a ratio

of monographs to journals of approximatelx.5:1);

"mediwe hospitals might be expected to

house 100-300 monographs and 20-60 journal bitles (that is,
a ratio bf monographs to journal titles of approximately 5:1);

1 ,4"large" hospitals might be expected to house
mrrethan 300 monograPhs and'more than 60 journal titles.

As investigational criteria, the nuMber and.type of staff, of
specialty units, ;,rsia of. services offered would have'to be

considered.

As comparative criteria, the holdings of wellldeveloped libraries
in large hospital libraries would need to be considered, along,

with ratio of monograph to journal and to non-print materia/s.

PNASE III \`

Establish selection criteria for aifferent categories of hospitals.

As working criteria, the size type and degree of specialization
of the hospital, thSqualitY of surrounding medical library
facilities, and ease of access to other sources of information
wpuld have to be cbnsidered.

As investigational criteril, data on library use (viz, holdings,
circulation, interlibrary loan) from comparable hospitals and
from medical libraries which lend frequently to hospitals as

aslsurveys of some aspects of information need (cf.PHASE I
f Pilot Study no.1) would have to be,used.

As comparative criteria, existing core'lists and specialist review
of them together with citation analySis may need toebe used.

Core collections compiled within this framework should then be
evaluated to assess impact. In evaluating the iMpact of the core
collection it would be important to design a method devoid of emotive
preconceptions on the value of a library. -The objective of the core
library is'to serve the continuing information needs of the local health
science community and its impact-factor is the extent to which that
comNunity dttlizes it to satisfy those needs.

NPilot Study no.2 and the evaluaebn of the core collections de.-
vised in it are considered to require professional staff With clerical
assistance. Once this essential and prelibinary work is accomplished
it is envisaged however thatibore collections at least in the "small"
and "medium" hospitals could be servicea by a library assistant trained
by-and with-ready-actess to the adyice of-a professiOnaIlibrarian.
The type of training and advice considered appropriate is discussed in
the following section.
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(ii) Training and Education

Shortage of trained staff is a problem seriously affecting medical
library service. The survey Conducted by the Health Commission of New
South Wales, for example, showed that of the 200 organizations in the
survey data only 15 had a full-time serson in cOarge of the library and
that only 20 out of the total 48.part-tirre or full-time staff'had any
library training at all.

Shortage of trained staff is not a prOblem confined to rural-.
, areas. For example, the Australian Medical. Association Library (Sydney),
with 40,000 voluMes, has.,twd4)rofessionally qualified. librarians. 'The
Biomedical,Library of the University of New South Wales with responib-
ility for the information needs of the Medical and Biological Sciences
Facultiet, as well as its reaponsibilities to affiliated teaching
.hospitalt, has.only 3 positions on its establishment for qualified
librarians.

in the face of the present staffing situation it is unrealistic
-to demand piofestionally trained librarians in all hospital libraries.
It is equally unrealistic to expect an untrained person to provide .

:pro' ssional service. However,.skilled service is necerary-in the'
medica formation area because-of:

i. the inadequacy of present collections;

the multiplicity of unco-ordinated information services.

'The first point has already been elaborated by Jacqueiine Baillie
(see p. 17). To recapitulate: a,small collection; since it is'small,
must be serviced by someone skilled in gaining acceiento furtfier sdurce
of information..

The second point touChes upon an aspect of medical inforrnatiati
services which-the investigators have previoUsly discutsed, (43).'
namely,.that not only are there a number of information services, bui
also that there are some very sophisticated services. There are, for
,example, MEDLARS and the numerous Abstracting, indexing,and alerting
services available. There are also audio-visual services,.for exampp
the National Medical, Audio-Visual Center of the National Library of ,

'Medicine, and there are'in Australia tape, cassette and radio broad-''
cast se es. There is also in medicine a strong tradition!ot formal
and se -formal conferences, seminars, continuing education programmes
and so n, In other words the prOblem is,not lack of information
service but rather how to select the Ast appropriate source and'.
access i quickly. This requires'a knowledge of the details, of the'
various.sources and a knowledge of the appropriate lines of communic

..ation. This knowledge is at present hard to obtain because of the
multiplicity of sources,'and because of lack of co-ordination among
sources.

It is seen as the responsibility of the medical librarian to
guide potential users to the appropriate sources. This does not mean
that every person in charge of a hospitql library should be able to
formulate a MEDEAR search strategy, or conduct a detailed literature "
search. Bowever, every person_in charle,of a hospital library should
be aware of the, features of thavarious. services, of how thelaser can
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gain prompt access to them, and to the Services of professionally
trained staff when necessary.

The problems of accel to other collections through the inter-
library loan network and of lack of co-ordination among information
services will be discussed in following sections. Here the investig-
ators are concerned with the immediate problem of lack of trained
staff: training institutes and workshops appear to be a.feasible
strategy.

.

The Medical Librarians' Group (Victorian Branch) have already
attempted to provide some guidance to the'untrained hospital librarian.
They.have, for example, set upla panel to give advice and guidance in
'the setting up and running of a hospital library. Their Notes on
Plan of Instruction for Untrained Persons in Charge of Hospital Lib-
raries'(47) cover topics such as budgetting, book and journal selection
and ordering, inter=lib ry loan procedures, MEDLARS and the role of
the Medical Librarians Group.

Many of the United States Regional Medical Library Programs have-
training'institutes, workshops and so on for'hospital librarians.
NERMIS (New England RegiOnal Medical Library Service) has been running
Training Instituees'for hospktal librarians since 1969. (33:34) It
has foUnd that a course of one week's duration is necessary to cover
all the material. topics include the role of hospital librarian, the
place of the hospital library in overall medical care, as well as
sessions on selection and acquisition, use of Index Medicus and other.
indeXes,'and medical terminology. (58)

Other RMLP Activities.inclUde the Lister Hill Library of Health .

Sciences' workshop on "Organizing and managing the hospital library"
(62:11, aunt,1974:4); the New Jersey;Hospital Library Atsociation's
all Educational Program and Workshop "A'hospital learning eklperience

48:v(8),November;1974:2): and the Mid-Atlantic Regional Group of the
Medical Library Association's "Epcounter Groups" on topics such as
"Hospital library management" and,"Cataloguing". (6514. Aug/Sept
1974:/)

!.

It would te pointless to,tr y'to enumerate all the workthops,
dnstitutes, 51,emonstrations and so on that have been held. What is
signifiant it that there e3eists already a variety of approaches to

training hospital library staff that can be looked at in order to
help design a suitable gustralian prOgramme.

t .-, There are also .a number of handbooks designed for the untrained
hospital librrian'(10;18;19;20;21;22) that can also offer guidelines
as tthe appropriate content of a training course. There are also
audio-visual programmes (48:v(7),October, 1974:3), which unfortunately
the.investigators have not been able to examine,which cou
esting.'

In terns of.fe'asibility and cost_it is felt that a course suitable
- fdr training non,professional hospital, library staff could be developed
and mounted-immediately. There is,'as indicated above, a Variety of'
precedents that could be used for.guidancel and their very numbdr
indicates that the* are considered effective.

r.
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The longest, and most expensive in terms of staff numbers, that
,;t..he investigators have identified are,the NERMLS Institutes: 7 days
and 14 instructors. The NERMLS staff included reference librarians,
cataloguers, systems librarians, an education specialist, and.so on.
Such a range of specialist librarians is unlikely to be necessary
immediately here. The aim of the proposed course for Australian
hospital library staff is not to produce medical cataloguers or MEDLARS
analysts: the aim is to produce staff capable of servicing a core
library collection and guiding users to further sources ofoinformation
and expertise.

Obviouly the more.that is known about the information needs of
hospital personnel the more appropriately may such a course be de-
signed. ,It is therefore'recommended that a Pilot Study te imple
mented within the fo1lowing-framework:

Pilot Study no.3. Design of course for untrained hosRital library
staff .

PHASE I

.Define the role and function of the hospital library in hospitals
of varying_siZes.

METHOD (1) Analyze data from the recommended information
flow study; 'MI

(2) Analyze data from the recommended core collection
study.

PHASE II

' Design content and_presentation Of the course according to the
role-an4jfunctions-of-tile hospital library in hospitals of varying
sizes

METHOD (1) Analize data from previous courses;

(2) Examine handbooks, audio-visual packages and
other aids;

(3) Consult with education special.

.A collgction requires the ces of trained staff; likewise
trained staff require uate collection. The range of services
that the col and staff can offer must.also be made known to

d-potential users. Two logical consequenCes can be deduced
from this.

First, it follows that the establishment' of a cOre collection
should occur at the same time as the proVision of training courses.
For example, if in a New South Wales Region a base hospital is seleCted .

as .a suitable environment to house a core collection, then it is at
that hospital that a tAining course shoulcialso.be conducted: for
the library staff at the base hospital and for library Staff from_
adjacent hospitals. Experiences acquired,in the working environment

..axe more likely to be applied in the working environment than experiences
acquired elsewhere and requiring transfer.,
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Second, it also follows that the establishment qf a core collec-
tion and of a training qourse for hospital librarians should occur at
the same time as the provision of a'course of user education. Again,

couxse that occurs in the working, that is, hospital environment.
SuCh a course should be designed within the same framework as a train-
ing course for library staff.

Pilot Study no.4. Design of course for hospital library clientele

PHASE I

Define the information needs of the hospital personnel.

METHOD (1) Analyze data from the recommended information flow
stlidy; 4

(2) Analyze data from the recommended core collection
study.

PHASE II

Design the content and presentation of the course according to
'defined information needs.

METHOD- (1) Analyze data from previous courses;

(2) Examinellandbooks, audio-visual packages, and'
other aids;

(3) Consult with education specialists.

pending on the effectiveness of Pilot Studies Nos. 3 and 4,
sideration should be given to the development of Travefling Work-

shops or Teaching Laboratories similarto those for users of inform-
ation ijn universities and polytechnics.currently under consideration -
as pilot studies by the Research and,Development Department of the
British Library (9). j The place of such workshops within the overall
organization of medical information services will be discussed later.

The necessity of training hospital library staff in the approp-
_

riate lines of communication to further sources of information has been
stressed. The inter-library loan network as one of the main lines pf
communication among libraries is the subject of the following section.

(iii) Inter-Library Loan Network Development

,The objective of.the inter-library loan network as evidenced in
the AACOBS Inter-library Loan Code, May 1966, 1 is to provide rapid
delivery of infrequently demanded documents to users. Previous study
by the investigators (43) indicates that the delivery of jodrnal liter-
ature to users via the network is inadequate, even as it functions in
the larger universities.

Data obtained in New South Wales and Queensland,indicate that'at
present the inter-library loan network operates haphazardly. The
quality and quantity of servi5e, provided, methods of charging (if any)
and so on are,unco7ordinated among libraries. The source to which a
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request is directed appears to be a matter of personal decision on the
part of individuals rather than a result of policy decisions, (39)
Some libraries appear to be providing far morezervice than they receive
and vice-versa. The criteria upon.which decisions are marieto use.the
network to obtain an item-appear also to be personal decisions.

The haphazard functioning of the network, as outlined abotre, is
not adhieving the objective., ,The'present system needS:to be studied
in order to.ascertain whether an,alteration of any Of its fbatures,
either Singly or in coMbipation, might improve attainment oI objective.

Alternative Approaches to Inter-library Loan Provision

There appear to be two approaches to the provision of.an inter-
library loan service for the supply of journal literature. The supply
of monographs, audio visual and other material has certain unique
problems and will not, be discussed separately here. However, in
general the suggested strategies to speed-up the delivery of journal
literature also apPly to the delivery of such items.

One approach to improV'ement involves the concept ofa. central
.

photocopying service to which all requests are.directed. Another
apprach involves the concept of a. decentralized netWork in which
requests are directed to local sources first:

A centralized photocopying service that has the Single function
of fulfilling intei-library loan iournel photocopy requests has a
number ofadvantages:

.(l) there i; no conflict between service to its own constituency
and the inter-library loan service;

(2). the material'is always available;

(3) the procedure is simple for the requesting library as there
is no need to search for location;

(4) . a site can be sought where physical-maintenance and con
struction costs approach optimum.

However, such a service cannot. provideany lending services or'
reading.room services. It cannot by definition, be x an organitation
providing a library service: it. has -to be a warehouse or storehoUse
of material,

The change in policy of the National Library of Medicine is
relevant to this point. -Originally it guaranteed to supply a photo7
copy of any document in the MEDLARS data base. Tkat is, it guaranteed
a centralized journal photocopying Servicejn medicine. However, the
fact that inter-library loan was one of th first services to be deCent-
ranted under the Regioi-al Medical Library Program indicates how soon
they felt the strain of trying to provide this service. c-Certain,
libraries in each Region were designated the Interlibrary Loan Service
library and were funded specifically to provide.service. In 1970,
for example, 42% of fhb service grants to the Regional Medical Libraries
were expenaed on the Interlibrary Loan Service'. (24:384)
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In the following passage the investigators explore the ramific-
ations of the regionally-based United Staies medical inter-library,
loan network in some detail. Such an7exploration seems the best
way to indicate at once,both the complexity of any regional system
in comparison with a centralized system and the benefits which are
likely to accrue in terms of developments in the regions in response
to regional networking demands.

The United States Regional Medical Interlibrary Loan Networt

In the United States the Regional Medical Libraries have beed
obliged by the National Library of Medicine to formulate lists of
common titles which will notbe eligible for inter-library loans
funded by the Regional Medical Library 'Program. These,lists consist
offrequently used-titles which presumably the National Library of

.

Medicine feels and theRsgons agree should be held in local areas.
.For example, the New York n4 Northern New Jersey Region's list for
January 1974 contained 40 journal titles.of which only issues prior
to 1970 can be borroimd, _Theseinclude the.following: British
Medical Journal; Journal-Of the American Medical Association, Lancet;
New.England Journal of Medicine, and Science. (63:3, May, 1973:3)

As from January 1975 the list was erpanded by'a further 25 titles,
.including Ardhives of Neurology, Journal o 'Medical Education and
Postgraduate Medicine. The; purpose bf the estricted titles list.
the Region's'Newsletter annOunced as ."NOT a command to purchase,

4 , rather it is a means to encourage cooperatie acquisitions and re-
ciprocal loans". (63:5, May, 1973:2)

The aim appears to be to spreadtheburden of providing service
and also to direct requests o the closest, and hence theoretically
at leapt, the quickest Rpint of access.' The inter-library lpan
manuar of the same Region (16) directs libraries to subMit requests'
to'"near-by smaller ,libraries whenever possible. ;.. Larget libraries
and systems should only-be used for th8se'requests which cannot easily :
be,filled from local sburces.° (16:11) /f the material ts not held
locally the request has to be sent through the network. Within the
New York and Nortpern New Jersey Region four libraries have been,*
designated Primary, Libraries and are responsible for filling and for-
warding inter-library loan requests for libraries Within a defined
geographiCal area. In addition the Regional Medical Library'also
acts as Primary Libritry for its own geographical area as well as
serving as the secondary source for the entire Region. The Inter
lrary Loan Manual of the Region.directs that'

"Journal requests shotad be submitted to the Primary'Llbrary
in your area. If your journal.listings indicate,that your .

Primary Library does not have the journal needed, but the
Regional Medical Library (New York AqAdemy of Medicine) does,
send your request to the Regional Medical Library and state
on the request form that your Primary Library does mot report
that title (or volume).

/

If the journaltitle needed is neither in your Primitry Library
nor the Regional Medical Library,' submit yoUr request to your
Primary Library for referral to theAlational Library OT Medicine
(or to such other libraries as may be specially contracted by
the Regional Medical Library to provide interlibrary loan ser-
vices, to this Region).

4 1
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Libraries, unless so designated, cannot submit requests direct-

ly to the National Library of Medicine. -These requests must

be submitted through their Primary Library." (16:12)

Each of the four Primary Libraries will only accept inter-
library loan requests from individual libraries within,their own area.
Outside of their area they wi4. only accept requests via other Primary
Libraries.

The Midwest Health Science Library Network also actively en-
courages the development of local inter-library loan networks. They
use the term Resource or Designated Library, rather than Primary
Library, but the concept fi the-same. The network-is,presented in
the diagram taken from their Interlibrary Loan Program User Manual
(69), On page 37.

The Midwest Health Science Library Management Office'is "under
contract with the National Library of Medidine to coordinate the inter-
library loan activities among.the Resource Libraries ... Certain common
policies and procedures are followed.among these libraries for inter-
library loan so that all users throughout the Region may expect a
consistent level of service". r(69:v) The Resource Libraries repdrt
monthly to the Management Ofrice on the volume of requests rejected,
filled and referred elsewhere. For each request that is filled .

according to.the guidelines of.theMidwest Health Sciencel Library
Network Interlibrary Loan Program they are reimbUrsed at the rate of

SUS2.75,

The Basic Unit Libraried, hospital and clinic libraries, for

the fiscal year May., 1974 - April, 1975'are entitled to 50 free inter-. ,

library loans from the Resource Library serving their geographical area:

- -These loans can even be from titles on the restricted list as the growth
of hospital collectionsand the CO-ordination of resources "is recognized.
to be an evolutiona process that demands a certain amount of support
by stronger institut ons". (69:1) The 'objective of the Interlibrary
Loan Program, however, is to "progress away from sole dependence on the
Resource Library" (69:2) and-thus in the future "The incentive offered
to individual institutions will be phased to a lower level and greater
incentives will be offered to cooperative arrangements". (69:2)

The.development of consortia-is ofie of the co-operative ventures
that are supported by bonus inter-library loins. The Midwest Region,
defines a consortiuM as "a group of libraries that agree to extend
among themselves library services such as interlibrary loan and refer-
ence" (69:3); the formation of consortia from various types of lib-
.raries, for example, public, hospital, college is encouraged. Each
meMbir.repeives 50 free inter-library loani, in addition, for every
loan that each member makes, eveh if it is'to another member,-they
receive an adpitional free inter-library loan: this is what they call
"the sharl.ng bonus". Again, initially requests can be made for items
on'the resiricted list, but each consortium will be supplied with a

basic list of frequently used journal titles "as a guide to which
serials they should be'sure to hold among themselves". (6941ix) Extra
interh.library loan bonuses are also given for upgrading or extending
services, eg. compiling a union list of serials.
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Supplemental Resource Institutions i ncluile non-hospital, and

non-medical school, health related libraries, eg. government agencies,

commercial organizations. They also are offered a basic incentive

of 50 free inter-library lOans a year and are encduraged to become
members of consortia and claim the sharing bonus.

Each Resource'Library accepts requests from its own geographical
area, from other Resource Libraries for-material not held by the re-
questor and' from Resource or Designated Libraries in other Regions for
material held neither by that Region nor the National Library of Medic-
ine. Each Resource Library will refer requests for material that they
do not hold or that is unavailable, for example-, at binding or in
circulation. If such an item is held in the Midwest Region the re-
quest is sent to another Resource Library. If the item is not held
in the Midwest Region the request is sent to the National Library of
Medicine. Requests,are only sent to a Resource or Designated Library
in another Region if the itet is not available at the National Library
of Medicine.and it can be verified that it is held in that Region.
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Decentralized networks such as the ones described do not offer
the advantages of a centralized service. For example, the Midwest
Health Science Library Network will not fill requests if the item is
"a current in-print textbook ... rorIthe item is on restricted cir-
culation" (69:16), since the Resource Libraries have responsibilities
to theix own constituencies. In the New York and Norifiern New Jersey
Region,material from the restricted list is :last available. Requesting
libraries still have the resporitibility of searching for appropriate

locations.

Such networks concentrate on developing local collections in

order to reduce the volume 1 inter-library loan traffic and.to the
investigators this would seem a reasonable approach in the Australian
situation. The volume of traffic.is certainly small by Australian
standards. For example,, the New York and Northern New Jersey Regional-

Interlibrary Loan Quota System allows 400 inter-library loans per annum
to teaohing and research hospitals With interns and residents; non-
teaching hospitals, colleges and universities are allowed up to 225
per annum; and health societies, non-health related research institu-
tions and individuals with no library affiliations are allowed up to
100 per annum. Once these quotas have been met the Network forwards
requests to the National Library of Medicine. (16:13)

To an Australian university library 225 free inter-library loans
,per,annum would not significantly affect the economics of supplying
inter-library loan service to its users. For example, the University
of Queensland Library in the three month period from 15 March to 15
June 1971 requested 121 inter-library loans from health-related librar.,-
ies in the Brisbane area. This comparatively large volume of inter-
library loan traffic suggests thatIthe adequacy of_Australian collect-
ions-may well be in need of examination.' ,

Factors to be considered in examining Inter-library Loan Systems

An examination of the adequacy of.collections has to be more
than a numerical compilation of collection size statistics and the

number of inter-library loan transactions. It is necessary to examine
which titles in a collection are being used and by whom. For example,
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the New South Wales Health Commission's survey revealed some small
hospitals with quite large collections and some large ones with
comparatively small collections. Until the utilization of these
collections has been analyzed it is not possible,to decide, for
examp/e, whether the large hospital has an inadequate library, or,

in fact; a well-chosen collection appropriate to the needs of its
users.

Inter-library loan transactions must also be examined in order
to identify which items are involved. To;return to an instance al-

ready mentioned: is it valid for a library to request current, common

material because its copy is on loan? Obviouslk, the.U.S. Regional.

Medical Libraries have decided that for them the answer is "no".
J

There has been a.series of studies of the inter-library iOan.

system conducted by the Library and Biomedical Information Center of
the School of Medicine at the Wayne State University. These studies

have examined the characteristics of both the items requested and the
organizations and individuals whd request them. One early study (97)
was simply to collect data on existing inter-library loan policies and
it revealed a great variation in policies among libraries, on lending
'current journals, on charges, and so on.

f)

Another early study (85) analyzed the requests made by the
Children's Hospital, Michigan in order to determine th#;most frequently
requested titles, the date of publication, the ratio journals to

,-9
monographs, which institutions supplied the items,-and

%
o requested

the service. The findings have been corroborated by oth r studies.
For example, nine Most frequently requested titles were i entified
(and-purchased),,they included the American Journal of Obstetrics and
necolo , Jourdta, of Applted Physiology and Nature; 87% of the items

requ ed from the journal literature had been published in'the previous
15 ye s..

One very interesting study in the series (83) by Cruzat and Pings
attempted to arrive dt some standard unit of measurement of inter-
library loan service using data obtained from a number of studies.
They felt that the results were inconclusive, but their discussion of
methodological and other problems in measuring utilization of inter-
library loan systems'is illuminating.

The investigatorspalieve that studies along.stmilar lines ought

to be conducted in Australia in,order to ascertain the typt of material
being requested by which institutions and fdr which users. Granted

the cost of in inter-library loan transaction to the lending library

the appropriateness of using the inter-library loan system in certain
instances needs examination, although, of course, the "evolutionary
process that demands a certain amount of support-by stronger instit-
utions" (69:1) must not be forgotten.

Should the Australian Medical Inter-library Loan Network be Centralized
or De-centralized?

'To the investfgators a central photocopying service has the
advantages of providing for.requesters relatively simple access to
journal articles. However, for the reasons previously mentioned on
page 34 it cannot also offer library service. Consequently such.a
central service carinot utilize an existing.library collection as its

CA
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data base.
-

Thus, a separate collection would,have to be created.

40

Overseas studies suggest that,it is fairly recent, common titles
that form a large part of inter-library loan requests. A study of
Australian inter-library loan'requests is necessary to ascertain
whether that is also the case here. The investigators hypothesize
that it will'be thecase and that such titles are already available
in several locations.

The optional strategies appear to be the following, either
singly Or in cabination.

1 - -DeVelop a central collection

The disadvantages are that a new collection has to be,assembled,
hoUsed and serviced, added to which costs is the cost of each
inter-library loan transaction. There is t4e greater time-lag
that must occur if a request is sent to a central service as
opposed to holding the title in one's awn collection or locating
it in a nearby ,library. Such a collection is also unavailable
forbrowsing, about the function of which in the creative process
little is known but general consensus is thgt it plays some part.,

2 - Fund existing libraries with substantial Collections to enable
them to provide an inter-library loan service ft:sr individuals
outside of their constituencies

The disadvantages are that space and staff are already scarce

resources in libraries witli sufficiently substantial holdings .

to be able to act as inter-library loan centres. RAch time an
item is removed for photocopying it becomes unavailable to the
library's clientele. If multiple copies and additional staff

' are acquired through special funding they will be occupying
expensive space that is already scarce-for the functions that
have to be carried out in a library environment, for example,
reader education. Furthermore, thi ansystem guartees free
access to material to organizations 4ho avoid the outlay in-

,

volved in acquiring and servicing materials at the cost of the
lending library.,

3 - Develop decentralized collections of commonly requested items
and thus reduce.the demand,for inter-library loans

The disadvantages are the cost of establishing such collections
and the need for trained staff to service them.

Granted the problem'in each approach outlined above the invest-
igators recommend that a combination of the three approaches be
attempted ab Pilot Study no.5. The general concept is that of a
Regional Inter-library Loan Centre. The general objective is to
combine the best features of centralized and regional systems. At

present there are many environments in Australia where there may well
be insufficient need for such a centre to be established, for example,

in some of the health service regions administered by the Health
Commission of New South Wales. However, as a working criterion the
investicaators suggest that wherever there is at least one medical
school there will ipe sufficf.ent demand generated to require an Inter-
library Loan Centre.
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Pilot S udy no.5. Exper ntal Regional Inter-library Loan Centre

PHASE I

(1) Est4blish an Inter-library Loan .Centre in a geographical'
.A'rea that allows coukier access to a medical school library.
The Centre should:

PHASE II

41

i. collect, store and make acCessible a collection of
`duplicates, back-runs and 'rarely used material that 0 5

existing libraries are willing to dim:Ise of;

ii. provide a photocopying service from this collection
run hy non-professional staff;

iii. set up a Central Statistical dtftce with professional
staff to whom'copies of all inter-library loan tran-

sactions by all health-related libraries in the area

would be sent:

a) conduct bibliographical and user analysis of
p,esent patterns of inter-library loan utiliz-
ation:.

'13) :act as a referral centre when Such requests are
not by libraries with reciprocal arrangements.

(1) Only'after the analysis undertaken in PHASE I has been
completed will it be possible to undertake the following
tasks: ,ziLterk

0C-
a)'

. determine whether there i or is not a most frequently
ested core of items

ii. de ise guidelines for estimating when sufficient demand
h been generated to merit acquisition by'the borrow-
in library;

d-termine whether there are identifiable character-
istics of groups of medical information users and
whether such characteristics could be used to prediCt
future demand for particular materihls;

4
iv. determine the network of resource and client libraries

and encourage the channelling of inter-library loan

requests from .client libraries t the most appropriate
resource libraries in order to sha the burden of

. service;

v. determine the quota of free interlibrary loans that
resovrce libraries "owe" ta their client libraries and
reimburse them accordingly:

vi. design a standard bulk-billing or voucher system for
charging for inter-library loans in excess of the quota
or from non-client libraries who do not offer reciprocai
agreements.
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To the investigators an Inter-library Loan Centre has the
immediate advantage that it provides for a central statistical and
analytical function. It is unrealistic to expect already over-
worked staff-to do the analysis of the present syptem that is necess-
ary before successful changes can be implemented.

By virtue of its collection'Of duplicates, back-runs etc., it
will be able .to provide some inter-library loan service and thus reduce
the volume of traffic to existing sources. By providing housing for
the collection it,wiltease space problems in existing libraries.

By acting as a referral centre for requests to and from other
areas among libraries 'that do not have reciprocal agreements, it will
be able'to monitor the supply and demand.from and to particular in-

Stitutions.

-N The investigators do not envisage such an -Inter-library Loan
Centre as the one cenftral /ocation within an area for all journil
material. Even the most efficient photocopying service iS no sub-
'stitute for a library: all it can do is supply cited items. The
facility to browse whether it be for research purposes or for turrent
awareness is felt to be.a major aspect of library service and for this
'it is necessary to havemllections located close tO users.

Nor do the inVestigators envisage that such a Centre would
acquire very specialized or very rare material. Such .is rather the 1

function of the National.Library of Australia's ANSTEL as well as
that oT ensuring that material of an historical px archival nature
is preserved.

To act as. an efficient referral ag nt for requests to and from
other areas the Centre must,have up-to date complete listings of
locations. Again, it is seen as one of 1eresponsibilities of ANSTEL
to ensure that these are available: either tfrough the efforts of the
National Library of A stralia or of other bod es. At present there
are organizations in ie private sector who,AIse the free inter-library
loan service available from the edical, At ol libraries and who do

not contribute informa ion on th 't-town,h ldings to Scientific Serials
in Australian Librari . It w l be one of,the functions of the
Centre to ensure thar all orgarUations who utilize.the inter-library
loan network either eciprocate or pay a fee for service. ,

The above app oach presents strategies to rationalize the direc-
tion of requests dto devke criteriZ for what constitutes "appropriate"
use of the netwo It alsoopresents strategies to lessen the volume
bf_inter-library loan traffic and to assess when user-demand merits
loOal acquisition. By lessening the volume of traffic, rationalizing,
iti-Iflow and placing collections in areas of usei-demand it is hoped
to approach the objective of providing rapid delivery of infrequently
demanded material via the inter-library loan network. The develop-
ment of local colleCtions and the training of library staff outlined
in previbus sections are also seen as helping toward meeting the set
objective.

iv Co-ordination'and Dissemination of Medical Info Facilities

Collection.building, training library staff and educating users,
and rationalizing the inter-library loan network all require co-
operation from the various providers'and users of medical information
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facilities. By definition co-operation cannot be legislated for;
.. but a body such as the National Library of Australia has both the .

legislative basis and leadership potential to faciliate and corordinate
.t...-; cooperative efforts.

At kState level tfiere-are the resources of the medical school
libraries, the various,Post-Graduate Committees in ledicine and similar
bodies, the healthrrelated libraries of Federal and State Governments,
libraries and information services of health-related professional
societies; health-related libraries in the private sector, and hospital
library and information services. At present there is no central point

, of access from which one can learn of tIleir exigtence.
.. t

There is a need for more cohordination among the various serlAces.
.

The proposed Victorian Library Network (5) does not consider the re-
sources of the Governmental hea11hrrelated libraries. Thet proposal,
and the, proposed Victorian Regional Drug Information Network (40) make
no reference to each other. Sdme hospital based drug information

1
ervices are in the process of eveloping a shared-indexin4 scheme for

drug-relaied Maierial in select ;journals. (See page 18) This is
being done with energy and goodill but without any systematic prior
assessment of whether existing library-held bibliographical tools already

.

provide such indexing.
1

Among States there is also a need for more communication. For
example, in Queensland there is no Medical Librarians' Grout), butr-there

r.

is some discussion on the,feasibility of a regional network...) There
appears, however, to be little knowledge of the Victorian proposal and
what is known has been gleaned inf&mally. There are a variety of
network designs, operational and proposed; for example, the Health
Commission of New Smith Wales' health services Regions,, the proposed
VO.ctorian medical library network, the Hospitals and Health Services
Ciommission's proposed continuing education network. Communication
among network developers is essential. k

/ .

At a.national level there is also a lack of communication. The
investigators have encountered a number of medical librarians with very
little knowledge 9f the services available through ANSTEL; in'fact,
they encountered several who were unaware of the existence of ANSTEL.

.

.

,

There is also a very pressing need for more communication be-
tween the providers of medical'information services and the consumers
of such services. For example, the investigators were sorry to note
the-absence of any librarY representation in the membership of the
prloposed Austra1iai Committee on Continuing Medical Education (ACCME)
oOtlined in the Hos itals and Health Services Commission's Report
Continuing Medical ducation.(3:24) The Report recommends that Area
Co-ordinators of Continuing Medical Education be appointed. Their
duties would include assessing the continuing,educational needs of

*hei l, aEand organizing appropriate programs. ,As well as "maintain-
ng ose contactwith institutions nd practitioner in his area",

,)
. it is*zcommended that:.

4 9'

\.

"The4e would be-great adi.ran ages in him being associated
. with a clinical medical schdol to ensure good communications

with, thbse providing undergraduate and postgraduate programs,
and to hal l

3:22)
access to the eddcational resources of the medica

school."
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Elsewhere in the Report "medical literature""is inclilded as one of

the"educationaf'resources". (3,:19) Thus, presumably the writers of'

the Report envisage that Atea Co-ordinators.would.have access to.the

medical school libiarfes. .Whether the resources. Of these, and other

medical:libraries, are to be Wade available to.the participant's in
continuing education pxostrammes is not spelt mit: In fact, noWhere

in the Report is theiiproVision of medical literature or the role of

the medical library diScu2sedx as.distinct:frOm the mention in the

Above quotation..

The lack of awareness among users and potential.users of the
range of services and appropriate access póints.has 'Already been

discus"sed in this and in a previous repott.(43) It is hoped that

-implementatibn of Pilot Study no.4 could lead to Travelling Workshope
which could ameliorate this condition at least for hospital-based
users. 2

The investigators envisage that such Workshops could be on'e of

the,services that could be offered by a proposed Regional Information
Unit (RIU) which is outlined in Pilot Stu4y no.6 below. Again, as

in Pilot Study no.5, it is not possible at present to define a "Region"

geographically but as a working criterion it is proposed that wherever
there is at least one medical schoolYa Regional Information Unit (RIU)
could be set up as a Pilot Spdy.

Should such units prqye. viable, their staffing, fund 5,and,..

servicing.should be a co-operatiye effort by all those organizations
who provide medical 'information facilities or whose members utilize

medical information facilities. , It is recommenaed however that the
National Library be prepared to undertake most of the financial burden

of the following Pilot Study.

PilOt Study no.6. Experimental Regional Information Unit

OBJECTIVES

(1) ensure a central point of access on information &bout
informatioh services for both users and providers; that
is, to perform a co-ordinating function;

(2) ensure that users and providers of iniormation sejrices

are aware ofavailable services'; that is, to perform a

diveminating function.

To achieve these objectives the following strategies are
proposed:

*4PBASE

(1) Set up a Co-ordinating Unit within the RIU to:- -%

i. collect.information on functioning and emergihg
services by searching the literature, by personal
enquiry, inviting.correspondence etc.i
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bontinuously up-date such information and provide '

'à question-answering and referral service:

a) between providers of services;

b) between users and providers of services.

(2) ;Sete a Disseminating Unit within the RIU to;

.
i. disseminate information to users and providers of

'services:

a) by newsletters, personal communications etc.;

b) ,by holding'seminars, workshops etc:, at the RIU;

c), by actively seeking to participate in semyhars,

. workshops etc.,.held by other organizatiens;

d) by organizing Travelling Workshops as outlined
.in Pilot Study no.4 t&inform users and providers.

-
-

ii, educate users and train proViders; ofservices in the
- utilization Of,informatiod serVicesr,

a) by hewsledters, personal 4mmu1ication etc.;

ar,

,

holding seminers.'workshopsetc., at the. RIU;

'by actively 'seeking,to4partiCipate.tin seminars,
workshops eec.,. held by otlier organizationsi!'

,-I) by organizing travelling Workshops as outlined in
Pilot Study no:.4 to eigte users and train pro
Alders of medic l in

-

ion Services.
.

c. A
. ., .

, In all its activities pe.experimental RIU.should actively seek
to create communication link; both among providers of medical inform-
ation services.and between providers and users of such services. ---

' ' . , .

, ..

. The data input and output oe the 'RIU,is homogeneous in/the sense
,

:that it is all information on information setvices. The investigators
ri'recommend however that a distinction be made between the collectlmg and

co-orainating of the data and'its dissemination. Onereason.is the
-

simple problem of manpower: someone conducting a Training Workshop
obviouslY cannot be manning a telephone in a referral centre. .The e

second reason is related to ihe personal characteristics, skills d

knowledge bases_that would probably be desirable in the staff of fan

RIU.

It is part.y for s reason of staff skills and abilities t
..-

, the invebtiga 6r4 also recommend drawing a distinction between info -
.

, ation ominfo at on services and providing edUcation_and4training ih
ejutili tion. The necessity,for distinguishing:the two fuhctiops

"has emonstrated to the investigatoro in_otherWlie.well-organized :

seminars and workshbps.
.

To be utilizea,Successfully manY information services require a
knowledge of the idiosyncrasies and details of theeystem.thatcan be

lboth-Meaningless and.confusing to the'individual'who i's Only vaguely.

.
.

fa:Oilier with the. system lindis not intendihg to ,use it immediately:
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such an individual requires no more than general information to acquaint
him of theexistence of such a system which could be of use to him.
When he has an information need that the system can satisfy, then he
will be sufficiently motivated,to undergo a learning process. As an
example, the Area Co-ordinator recommended by the Hospitals and Health
Services Commission_might find it useful to have an idea of the number
and types of services th'at.exist and to know that there is a referral
centre to which he can pithenrefer. individuals or refer himself for
more detailed information. Once a specific need.,has been identified .
then education in the Utilization of a particular system would be
appropriate. In other words, his first need would be satisfied

- through the co-ordinating function of the RIU: .his second, by the
disspminating function.

'PHASE II

Only after PHASE I has been conducted will it be possible to
evaluate the need for and effectiveness of an RIU. Subsequen't to"

this evaluation, and any amendments required, it should be pOssible
to proceed to PHASE II the development of a network.of Regional
InfoTation Units.

How suCh a network would be related by location and administrative
structures tothe Regidnal Inter-library LoanrCentres suggested Pilot

Study no.5 would be dependent on analysis of the.results of.all e

studies recorrznénded in this report. At present there is insufficient
data on the uantity, quality and dispersion of medical information
nee o be e to design an effective network of regional medical
i Ormaroneervices.

The inter-relationships whiCh Ought to prevail between a regional
medical library and information serviceandother 'regional netWorks
have also been insufficiently researched. For example; if the medical
library resources of the medicarschools are to be accessible to
participants in continuing educatiomprogrammes for practitioners,
should the resources of the Post-Graduate Committees in Medicine also
be accessible to non-members? On a broader scale, what should the '

relationship be between regional medical information services and
social welfare agencies?

While any more detailed examination of the co-ordination of
regional information networks intO a national fnformation network is
beyond the scope of this report, such examination is.the logical
sequence to adiscussion of regional networks. For example, should
inter-library loan requests from one Region to another be restricted

A
to items not held by a national centre? Is there a need for a nation-
al centre? If there is, what are the respective roles of bodies such
as the National LibraryofAustralia,the Australian Department of Health,
C.S.I.R.O., the Australian Medical Association, the medical schools,
and so on? When on-line access to the National Library of Australies

_data bases, such as MEDLARS, becomes available where should the first
nodes in the network e created? at the medical school libraries
because of the proxi ty of researchers? or, in hospitals since it
is the clinician ra her than the researcher who demands spepdnd
selectivity in retrieval?
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These are just some of the questions that would-have to be
.considered in the planning of.a natidnal medical,information network. .

The'imiestigators believe that the Pilot Studies outlined in this'
report wOuld at least indicate.some of the.inter-relationships and
information flows.:that woulahave to be considered, as well as per-
haps suggesting possible solutions.

11.

It is recommended that:

The National Library pf Australia should, on the basis, of
_this report and of any of the ALBIS submissions.which may .
be relevant, prepare a series of documents which wuld
constitute. requests for research proposals in areas assoc-
iated with the development of an effective medical inform-
ation network.

, Summary

In this section of the report the investigators have attempted
to suggest optional strategies that might be effective in ameliOrating
the problems seen,in the present situation as outlined in Section II.
The motel of Problem-solving and decision-making by objectives pre-
sented in Section I is the framework within which suggested strategies
are proposed: with continual emphasis on evaluation, review and
control until desired objectives have been aitained.

Six Pilot Studies hasie been proposed?

- Information.flow in hospitals;

2 - Core colllections for Australian hospital libraries;

3 - Design af .course for untrained hospital library staff;

Design of course for hospital library -clientele;

5 , - Experime

6 - Experime

ntal Regional Inter-library Loan Centre;

tal Regional Information Unit.

It has lsd teen suggested that the National Library should
delineate the areas in which research is needed and frame a series
of regliests f ; proposals on which such research may be commissioned.

The npi
recommendation
be developed.
strategies may
work; they wo
network develo
modifying and

nal.strategies are presented as pilot studies, not as
on'how a regional medical information network should
While the investigators suggest that the proposed
well form the basis of a feasible and effective net-
d stress the-importance of a flexible approach in
ment. It is urged that such development commence by
dapting the present situation on a basis that allows

for alteration of direction and eMphasis: to accommodate local var-

iations and also to accommodate thgse changes that will be necessary'.
as a result of the natural reaction to change that will arise from ,

the development of medical information facilities.
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IV CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

(i) Conclusions
f

The data collected in New South Wales, Queerisland and Victoria
indicate that -

hospital libraries have (i) inadequate collections;

(ii) insufficient trained staff;

(iii) haphazard lines of communication
with each 'ether as evidenced by their utilization, of the inter-
library loan network:

and, that medical information facilities in general consist of -

(iv) a multiplicity of sources with
few fOrmal lines of communication existing among them; -

(V) a paucity of mechanisms to ensure
.awareness amongst users and potential tsers of their information
needs and of the serVices available to satisfy,those needs.

(ii) Recommendations

The investigators recommend immediate iMplementation of 7

7'1

(i) Pilot Study no'd Information flow
in hospitals as outlined in Section
III i;

(ii) Pilot Study no.2 -, Core collections
for Austral3.an hospital libraries
as Outlineein Section III,i;

-.#7-

(iii) Pilot Study no.3 - Design of course
for untrained hospital library staff
as outlined in Section III ii;

(iv) Pilot.Study no.4 - Design of course
for hospital library clientele
outlined in Section

(v) Pilot Study no.5 - Experimental
Regional Inter-library Loan Centre
as outlined in Section III iii;

(vi) Pilot gtudy no.6 -"Experimental
Regional Informatioin Unit as out-)

lined in Section,III iv.

It is also recommended that -

(vii) the National Library of Australia
corn-Mission additional researal into the inter-relationships and
infprma4on flows to be considered in the planning of

/
national
tmedical' information network.
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